
Bilaga nr.2 Intervju med Ibrahima Niang 
Hi Lina, 

Here ar the answere . 

Rgards, 

  

Piniang 

The questions 

 

Personal facts:  

Age: 34 

Birth location: Dakar,Senegal 

Home town: Sicap lberte 5 a,5328 o Dakar 

What languages do you speak? 

Wolof Frensh,English 

How have you become an artist and why?  

My father was a mecanician,he studed indistrual drowing,every weekend meand my brothers 

and sisters had some drowings cours with him.  

We lurned to drow animals like hors ,sheep...  

I went to the college with this hoby and met an art class teacher who were very impressed of 

my level.   

Than he went to see my parents and talked to them about the National arts school.  

I spent four years there and studed also animation in the same period in a studio of animation 

here called PICTOON.  

I was selcted to participate at th Biennial of contemprary arts Dak`art 2002, 2006, 2008 and 

were awarded sevral times during the Biennial.  

I had also a lot of opportunities to travel and see other artist`s works during the workshops in 

Holland, Sweden, France,Danemark,US,Kenya,Nigeria,Japon.  

 

  Exhibitions (maybe the most important?):  

the most important exhibition was the last one at the Bronx Museum of New York. 

(The following questions are the most important for my essay) 

 



Contacts in the art world? How do they look like? (Describe the people you work with, 

like curators etc.):  

I met lts of great people in New York, the curator of the  

 Studio Museum of Harlem,the Metropolitum Museum,Schombers institut of African 

civilisations NY,The ACP center of photogaphy of NY.  

Skoto Gallery of African contemporary arts NY representant of Piniang in NY.  

Mrs Barbara Hoffman,loyer member of the volontary loyers for the arts NY.  

The Rennes Biennial of contemporary arts curator Raphaele Jeune ,Philippe Hardy Director of 

he fine arts shool.  

Grant of the Culture France program called Visa pour la creation Afrique Caraibe 2010 

residency and participation at the Rennes Biennial  at the The fine arts school Ecole Regionale 

Beaux arts de Rennes.  

France.the Jean Paul Blachere foundation of African contemporary arts,residency and show 

of the five Dak`art Biennials artists awarded of the off hundred shows 2006.  

(les chantiers de la lune) Toulon France,Mrs Jacqueline Herrero owner a residency and solo 

exhibition,Dak`art Biennial`s award 2008 .   

Le Douze Gallery in Nante,France representant of Piniang in France. Mr Patrick tessier and 

Michel owners.  

Michelle Estrupe Independant carator and artist in Copenhague ,residency program and group 

show with Danish artists ,a grant of  the DCCD,the Danish Center for Culture and 

Development in Copenhaguer.  

The Malmo Museum of Sweden,Mr Goran Christiansen Drector of the Musum ,Lena 

Melinger communicatin of te museum .  

residency and group show Grant of the Mueum of Malmo 2007.  

The EKWC center Euroean Keramic work center in Den Bosh Holland,Mr Hans Van 

Bentem,artist and curator of te project called Boumbacaque,ehibition at the Leeuwarden 

National of keramic museum 2005.  

The first Afrian Regional summit (ARESUVA )seminar and exhibition in Abuja Director of 

the Nigerian National gallery 2008.  

Africa animated UNESCO 2006 ,Nairobi Kenya,curtor Mr Maina Mukoki ,animation 

workshop .  

  The Malmo Museum  

 



 Do you have any international networks?  How does it look like? Who are these people? 

Describe your experiences when working internationally, for example in Europe, maybe 

you can give some good or bad examples on exhibition experiences?  

I did sevral projects in Europ and the US,my experence there were very different from 

countrie to an other .  

I went to different places in France but I had very few contact there ,they are les organised 

than Scandinavians.  

I did a great show during the Biennial of contemporaryart in Rennes,But I had any contact 

there.I was a great installation piece,people liked it vey much.  

they are always specting you to make something traditional.  

The Scandinavian experiance was better in the organisation but there also they dont bring 

curators and gallerists to see you work.  

I spent two months in New York,it was the best residency program I did,It was at the Bronx 

,we were only two artists from Senegal,but they give us a lot of opportunities to meet people.  

Forexemple the organised an open studio tu bring the beest curators of mueums and 

independant curators.  

the organised also some meetings with the best galleries ,than we bring some work 

,catalogues to show .  

we participated also in a program called Artis in the market place,it is about 18 emerging 

artists ,we have some seminar with crators loyers and art critics ones a week.  

They organise also meetings with gallerists or artits of NY.  

both of us have a gallery tha represent our work in NY.  

 

  What importance have the Dakar biennale had for you?  

The Dakar Biennale is a great opportunity for me,I did a lot residencies program because of 

people I met during the Biennial of Dakar.  

I know lots of artists fom Africa ,Europ,US ,Canada.  

I have also opportunities to see lots of art works ,I met also some colectors tha bought my 

work,as the World Bank in Washington DC,The Blachere foundation,the Malmo Museum ,the 

Daper Museum of Paris....  

   



 Do you have any thoughts about the Negritude movement? Has it had any effect on you 

as an artist?  

I am a countemporary artist,I am an Afican it is sure that you can see in my work,because I 

live in Africa,anduse maeial that I find in my invironment in my work.  

But I am interested about globalisation and how it affects Afican countries.  

What was the main reason you became an "international" artist?  

I thing it is important to show a positive image of Africa.  

Most of the time people from Europ think that Africa is a poor country and peole are sick of 

AID malaria ,we have conflics everywhere,muslims are radidals...  

Because that is what they see on televison,I hav a mission as an artist to make people think 

deeper.  

Was it a goal from the beginning, or did you started your international career by a 

coincidence?  

I dont understand the question ! 

 

What factors do you think, helps you become a successful artist outside your home 

country? 

I think I try to be different than how Africn atits use to think generaly,we have to think as artit 

not as African artists. 

What, do you think, has been your success concept?  

I am interested of Human,questionings about relationshep btween men and their invironment,  

I think also the way I use th subject,foreemple couple years ago,my work was about the news 

on television,they are subjects that talks to everybody.  

Than it is easy to share ,Curtor are mor intersted of this kind of subjects,because it is an 

univrsal preoccupation.  

Actualy I do some work about precarity in the suberb of Dakar,there were float of 

water,because of the rainy season.  

I did a show last year in Toulon,an aother one in Nant,The next will be in Canada and Madrid.  

It works everywhere,we have precarity everywhere,in poor and rich countries all around 

the world.  

 


